
Who Should Lead JBQ? 
What qualities are needed in good JBQ volunteers? 

The list of requirements for being involved in JBQ will change from church 
to church, but there are some standard qualities that are repeatedly found in 
the volunteers who are the best at helping kids learn God’s Word.   

As you gain more quizzing experience, you’ll learn new skills, but the list 
below is a great place to start.  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Bible Fact-Pak 
question cards 
make games fast 
and easy during 
practice sessions at 
church and home. 

Bible Fact-Pak 
Study Guide 
help kids study at 
home or on the go. 
(eBook available) 

BibleFactPak.com 
Generate free 
practice questions 
to help prepare for 
official match play.

LOVE GOD’S WORD 
Be willing to jump in to 
learning the Bible Fact-
Pak along side the kids.

1
LOVE KIDS 

Make the experience 
positive for every child.  

Your love for kids 
should be evident.

2
LOVE FUN 

Find personal victories, 
look for opportunities 
to celebrate, let kids 

have a good time.

3
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Why Lead JBQ? 
Benefits of Volunteering in Junior Bible Quiz

http://myhealthychurch.com/jbq
http://myhealthychurch.com/jbq


Why Get Involved? 
Three benefits of working with JBQ! 

As a parent leader, Junior Bible Quiz will affect 
your life many ways. Here are a few examples 
of the benefits leaders experience. 

Rich spiritual growth 

Junior Bible Quiz is a time-tested ministry that 
has long-lasting spiritual impact on the life of a 
child and the leader.  

This growth is not temporary in its impact.  
People indicate much of what they learned in 
JBQ has stayed with them for many years.  
Children aren’t the only people who need to 
grow spiritually.  As a volunteer you will find 
yourself growing right along with the child. 

Rich Bible knowledge 

The 576 questions of the Bible Fact-Pak are 
based on the doctrines of the Bible.  By 
memorizing this information, you and your 
child will have a greater concept of the biblical 
foundations on which our beliefs are based.   

In a time when the secular world is on a 
downward spiritual spiral, we must prepare our 
children to stand firm. 

Junior Bible Quiz helps the student, parent, and 
leader grow stronger in the Word to be able to 
face the challenges of tomorrow. 

“As the time of our Lord’s return 
draws near, what better way 
can we invest our time than to 
prepare the next generation to 
face what is to come.” - Dan 
Anderson 

Rich friendship 

As a parent and/or volunteer in JBQ, you’ll 
have the opportunity to establish friendships 
with other parents and leaders.  The time you 
invest coaching and inspiring the young 
quizzers will be returned in the knowledge that 
you are making an eternal difference. 

Junior Bible Quiz has multiple benefits.  As the 
time of our Lord’s return draws near, what 
better way can we invest our time than to 
prepare the next generation to face what is to 
come?
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BIBLEFACTPAK.COM (EXPERT TIP) 
At this time of the quiz season, more kids are ready to begin the Bible Master challenge.  The easiest 
way to facilitate these questions is with a free account at BibleFactPak.com.  After activating the 
question set generator select the “Bible Master Awards” option. Enter the child’s name in the “Title” line 
to create a saved record of the file used for testing, select the appropriate type of test, and click 
“Generate.” This file can be printed or emailed to the individual performing the test.
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